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In the modern era, playing video games has been a pretty popular pastime for children, 
adults, basically everyone. As of 2018, video gaming was a 137.9 billion dollar industry 
globally and it has the potential to grow to a $180 billion dollar industry by 2021. Now there 
are a ton of subcategories under the umbrella of “Video Games” which include gadgets like  
computers, phones, handheld systems and so on. The focus of this 
article’s lens will be on the evolution of gaming console.  

Pong, the very first arcade game, was introduced in 1972. 
Kids flocked to play the two-dimensional table tennis game. 
History notes that the 1977 Atari console, which was called 
the Video Computer System (VCS), changed the trajectory of 
gaming. However, that is historical revisionism, in that it has 
left out an important detail of how consoles came to be in the 
first place. 

On December 1, 1940, Gerald A. Lawson (Jerry) was 
born in Brooklyn and was raised in Queens. He was the son 
of parents who encouraged him intellectually. 
His father, Blanton, worked 
as a longshoreman and 
read books insatiably. His 
mother, Mannings, worked 
for the city and presided as 
President of the PTA at the 
school Jerry attended. 

The encouragement 
Jerry received as a young 
child proved to be life-
changing, in that it gave 
him the confidence 
required to push himself 

academically and beyond. “I had a picture of George 
Washington Carver on the wall next to my desk,” he said 
in a 2009 interview with the publication Vintage Computing 
and Gaming. “And she said, ‘this could be you,’” He went 
on: “This kind of influence led me to feel, ‘I want to be a 
scientist. I want to be something.’”

He earned money as a teen repairing television sets. His 
education included time spent at Queens College and the City 
College of New York. He never received a degree and instead 
moved to Silicon Valley where he began working at Fairchild, 
a company at the forefront of technological advancement and 
entrepreneurship, as a design consultant. Jerry was a member 
of a group called the ‘Homebrew Computer Club,’ a tech 
hobbyist group. Notable members of the club were Steve 
Jobs and Steve Wozniak who went on to found Apple.

Jerry first invented one of the earliest coin-operated arcade 
games called ‘Demolition Derby.’ He was then promoted to 
lead the video game division of the company. It was then 
that he and his team invented the game cartridge. Though the 
video game options are endless these days, it wasn’t always 
this way. Until Jerry led his team to separating the game from 
the console itself, games were limited to what you could load 
onto the machine. Prior to this invention, games were built 
into the hardware. 

This was revolutionary in that games could be sold 
separately from the console and this became the foundation 
of the video gaming business model that is used to this day. 

A critical key element of the science behind the invention 
was the utilization of a new processor called the Fairchild 
8. This allowed for multiple cartridges to be inserted and 
removed repeatedly without permanently damaging the 
semiconductors of the console. With that, Jerry developed 
the very first home gaming system that was aptly named the 
Fairchild Channel F.  

Allan Alcorn, the creator of Pong and the first design 
engineer of Atari, said of Jerry, “He’s absolutely a pioneer. 
When you do something for the first time, there is nothing 
to copy.”

Though Jerry’s invention did not see the heights of 
success that consoles like Atari or Nintendo saw, he managed 
to revolutionize the way we game even to this day. That is 
history that cannot be erased. 

By Grace Boateng
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With some people, it’s become an issue. I’ve had people 
look at me with total shock. Particularly if they hear my 
voice, because they think that all black people have a 
voice that sounds a certain way, and they know it. And I 
sit there and go, ‘Oh yeah? Well, sorry, I don’t.’”

- Gerald A. Lawson, Computer Scientist
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Dear Fellow Houstonian,

As we celebrate Black History Month, we find ourselves 
defending the progress for which so many fought and 
died—from racial justice to social justice to criminal 

justice to economic justice and 
environmental justice. 

The way to achieve justice is 
to lift every voice. Volunteer, 
organize your friends, use 
your right to vote, make 

some noise — and help your 
neighbor do the same.

God bless the United States of 
America and God bless Houston.

  MAYOR SYLVESTER TURNER

It’s up to us to  
lift every voice.

Pol. adv. Sylvester Turner Campaign

Gerald A. Lawson pictued 
with his video game console 
‘Fairchild Channel F’



Jurassic Park is easily one of the greatest films to ever grace the silver screen. Why? 
The answer is simple. Dinosaurs. Who doesn’t like dinosaurs? While the film focused on 
dinosaurs, what truly made it memorable was how realistic the dinosaur looked. Spoiler 
alert: dinosaurs are extinct so no actual dinosaurs were used in the film. Instead, they 
turned to technology. Though he isn’t widely recognized for his contribution and how he 
revolutionized Special Effects, Dr. Marc Regis Hannah is the man behind the technology 
used for some of our favorite films. Aladdin, Beauty and the Beast, Terminator 2, and Field 
of Dreams are a few of the other notable films that utilized the invention of Hannah. 

Hannah, a native of Chicago was born in 1956. His parents, Hubert and Edith encouraged 
their five children to value their education. Hannah excelled in the subjects of Math and 
Science. This led to him earning a Bell Laboratories scholarship to attend the Illinois Institute 
of Technology. He graduated in 1977 with a B.S. in Electrical Engineering and went on to 
attend Stanford University. There he earned his Master’s degree in 1978 and his Doctoral 
degree in 1985. 

It was at Stanford where Hannah explored his interest in 3-D graphics. He shared this 
3-D interest with an engineering professor named Jim Clark and later on the two of them, 
along with five other people, founded the software firm Silicon Graphics, Inc. in California. 
Hannah served as both the Vice President and Principal Scientist for the company. Clark 
invented a computer chip processor, aptly named the “Geometry Engine,” that improved the 
manipulation of 3-D images. Hannah re-engineered the chip to enhance its capabilities and 
increase its speed.  With this 
technology, Silicon Graphics, 
Inc. blew up into an industry 
giant. 

Hannah, who racked up 
a number of patents, was 
the mind behind technology 
and programming that 
took Special Effects to the 
next level. As anyone can 
imagine, technology like this 
is incredibly expensive but 
Hannah took steps to make 
his brainchild and other SGI 
products available more 
affordable, which in turn 
expanded the company’s 
reach in the market.   

Silicon Graphics 
revenues eventually exceeded the $1 billion dollar mark but Hannah didn’t stop there. He 
moved on to co-owning an Oakland, California based construction firm named Rondeau 
Bay. This company focused on eco-conscious sewer system replacements. He continues to 
make contributions in and around the industry as he joined Magic Edge (amusement park 
ride simulative hardware), and Warp Speed Communications Board of Directors. He served 
as the Chief Technology Officer of SongPro (digital music players/systems). He was named 
Vice President of Technology for Omniverse Digital Solutions, a black owned company. 
Hannah also helped develop a Museum of Science and Industry exhibit, which is based in 
Chicago but travels, named “Black Achievers in Science.”

A few of his awards include a Professional Achievement Award, Illinois Institute of 
Technology, 1987; a Professional Achievement Award, National Technical Association, 
1987; a Kilby International Young Innovator Award, 1995 and a Black Engineer of the Year 
Technical Contribution Award.

By Grace Boateng
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My job is to look ahead two to three years and see 
what’s coming. To see what consumers want, what 
they will want, and then to figure out how we can 
deliver that—at what price.”
- Dr. Marc Hannah, Computer Scientist
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Dr. Marc Regis Hannah

Dr. Marc  Hannah pictured 
with a Silicon Graphics 
workstation. Behind him is 
a 3D image of a molecule. 



In this modern era it’s easy to forget that the items we use on a day-to-day basis didn’t 
always exist. Things like cars, phones, roads, houses, etc. This idea extends into the things we 
don’t talk about that often like solutions for menstruation. Believe it or not, there was a time 
before disposable sanitary pads. Would you believe that the 
advent of sanitary pad technology is only a few decades old? 
Enter Mary Beatrice Davidson Kenner and her sister Mildred 
Davidson Austin Smith, two black women, who took on the 
challenge of finding new solutions to the age-old quandary 
of menstruation.  In 1956 the sisters invented a sanitary belt. 
This belt was created as an alternative to using a tampon. The 
contraption was an actual belt that held pads in place. A few 
years after this invention, Mary created a moisture-resistant 
pocket that modified some of the unpleasantries associated 
with menstruation. The idea of adhering a pad directly to 
underwear didn’t come along until the 1970s, so while this 
invention wasn’t as cushy and convenient as Always, it got 
the job done. 

As one could imagine, it took 3 decades for Mary’s 
invention to receive a patent, simply because the powers that 
be didn’t like that she was of the African American persuasion 
and did not want to give her the credit she deserved. Little 
did they know, that it is simply the American experience of 
African Americans; to not get credit where credit is due so 
Mary pressed on and continued to innovate in spite of racism. 
Mary received five patents in total. She invented a bathroom 
tissue holder design that improved upon previous designs 

allowing for easy access to the loose end.  She also invented a back washer that could be 
mounted in the shower and an attachment for walkers that allowed for carrying additional 
items. 

What is incredibly obvious about these inventions is that they were bore out of necessity.  
Mary, along with her sister, invented things that simply improved upon the lives they lived. 
Mary still maintained a day-to-day job as a floral arranger whilst improving the lives of many. 
Though Mary and Mildred may not have received the “flowers” owed to them while they 
were on this earth’s plane, it’s important that we take a moment to recognize and celebrate the 
extraordinary achievements of our sisters.

By Grace Boateng
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I had to make my own living and my own opportunity. 
But I made it! Don’t sit down and wait for the 
opportunities to come. Get up and make them.”

- Madam C.J. Walker, Inventor“
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Computer science guru Lisa Gelobter epitomizes 
Black girl magic. Gelobter studied at Brown University 
and graduated with a degree in computer science with a 
concentration in artificial intelligence and machine learning 
at just 20 years old. She is also responsible for developing the 
animation used to produce our beloved graphics interchange 
format (GIF) images.

A former member of the New York Urban League STEM 
Advisory Board, Gelobter has been working in the digital 
space for over 20 years, combining strategy, operations and 
technology. In addition to Animated GIFs, she has been 
integrally involved with the development of several internet 
technologies; including Shockwave Flash, Brightcove, Joost 
and The Feedroom. Gelobter was also a member of senior 

management for the launch 
of instant streaming service, 
Hulu. 

Gelobter served as 
Interim Head of Digital 
for Black Entertainment 
Television networks (BET) 
and the super technologist 
has also worked in the White 
House as its Chief Digital 
Service Officer with the 
United States Department 
of Education during the 
Presidency of Barack 
Obama. During her tenure, 
Gelobter led the team that 
built the United States 
Department of Education 
College Scorecard, which 
helped college students 
make sensible choices 
about college investments. 

Perhaps most notable 
is the fact that Gelobter 
is currently employing 
her genius to effect social 
change and equality. In 

2016, Gelobter founded 

tEQuitable, an independent, confidential platform designed to 
address issues of bias, discrimination and harassment in the 
workplace. She has raised more than $2 million for the platform 
which allows employees to discuss complaints, providing 
detailed reports to employers alongside recommendations for 
how to overcome a challenging office culture. 

Through the convergence of media and technology, 
Gelobter has a direct hand in how, where and when media 
is consumed. So the next time you’re scrolling through your 
phone to select the perfect GIF image to emphasize your 
tweet or text message, remember that it was Gelobter’s Black 
girl magic that laid the early groundwork for us to enjoy such 
luxuries.

 

By Chelsea Lenora White
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I love being about to help invent new technologies. I have 
been on the engineering team, such as at Shockwave. We 
were able to help invent animation on the web and now to-
day, Shockwave is used all the time. I have also always been 
interested in how people consume media, who uses media 
and what are some of the things they need. Tech gives you 
the opportunity to affect people’s lives in various ways, to 
change the way they view media on the web, change the 
ways they use the web.”
- Lisa Gelobter, Computer Scientist
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Lisa Gelobter developed the animation used to produce graphics interchange format (GIF) images
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Celebrating

Political ad paid for by Dwight Boykins Campaign

Lisa Gelobter, CEO and Co-founder, tEQuitable and formerly, The White House gives a talk 
called ‘Harnessing Tech to power social impact’ at Brown University
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Dr. Philip Emeagwali, who has been called the “Bill Gates of Africa,” was born in Nigeria 
on August 23, 1954. Dubbed “Calculus” by his schoolmates at just the age of 14, Emeagwali 
had mastered the subject and could even out-calculate his instructors. Then, a crisis struck. 
Emeagwali’s early schooling was suspended when he had to drop out of school because his 
family could not afford to send all eight children. However, Emeagwali continued studying on 
his own. His father, who went to school with Chike Obi, the first African to receive a Ph.D. in 
Mathematics, home schooled Emeagwali. Every day, Emeagwali performed mental exercises 
such as solving 100 math problems in one hour. 

Growing up in a country torn by civil war, Emeagwali lived in a building crumbled 
by rocket shells. He believed his intellect was a way out of the line of fire. So he studied 
diligently and eventually received a full scholarship to Oregon State University when he was 

17 years old, where he later obtained a BS in mathematics. Upon graduation, he attended 
George Washington University and was awarded two engineering master’s degrees; one in 
civil engineering and the other in marine engineering. He later achieved his doctorate from 
the University of Michigan in scientific computing. 

The noted Black inventor received acclaim based, in part, on his study of nature, 
specifically bees. Emeagwali saw an inherent efficiency in the way bees construct and work 
with honeycomb and determined computers that emulate this process could be the most 
efficient and powerful. Perhaps his greatest achievement that warranted him the most praise 
was The Connection Machine. Emulating the bees’ honeycomb construction, rather than 
using a supercomputer that utilizes 8 processors, Emeagwali utilized 65,536 microprocessors 
linked in parallel to form the world’s fastest computer, which performs computations at 3.1 
billion calculations per second. This invention won Emeagwali the Gordon Bell Prize (the 
Nobel Prize for computation) in 1989. 

Dr. Emeagwali’s resume is loaded with many 
other contributions to technological advancement, 
including ways of making oil fields more productive 
by discovering how to recover petroleum safer and 
in larger quantities; this has resulted in the United 
States saving hundreds of millions of dollars each 
year. Emeagwali and The Connection Machine have 
also designed equations to explain how sperm swim, 
how polluted groundwater flows and how the Earth’s 
interior moves and causes volcanic eruptions. He also 
designed the Hyperball computer which is able to 
forecast long-term global warming patterns.

“I find supercomputing to be a fascinating, 
challenging, and critical technology that can be used 
to solve many important societal problems, such 
as predicting the spread of AIDS, and many other 
computational ‘grand challenges.’ These are scientific 
problems whose accurate solution requires that a quadrillion or more arithmetical calculations 
be performed,” the computer whiz says. “Such problems are impossible to solve on traditional 
computers, but massively parallel supercomputers will make it happen,” Emeagwali concludes.

Emeagwali has lectured around the world and has been praised and awarded for his 
achievements. He was named the Pioneer of the Year by the National Society of Black 
Engineers, as well as Scientist of the Year in 1991, the Computer Scientist of the Year by 
America’s National Technical Association in 1993, along with dozens of other accolades.

Emeagwali teaches us all that the condition of one’s birth does not determine the outcome 
of one’s life. For someone who was born with little, he has achieved so much and continues 
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My focus is not on solving nature’s deeper mysteries. It 
is on using nature’s deeper mysteries to solve important 
societal problems.”
- Philip Emeagwali, Computer Scientist
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By Chelsea Lenora White

In 1989, emulating the bees’ honeycomb construction, Dr. Philip Emeagwali used roughly 
65,000 processors to invent the world’s fastest computer

Dr. Philip Emeagwali



From as early as the 1980s through the 1990s, kids around the country would wake up 
on Christmas morning hoping they had received one of the coolest toys and inventions of all 
time.

I am talking about the world-famous SuperSoaker®, which was brought to fruition by Dr. 
Lonnie Johnson, an African American mechanical and nuclear engineer, who was working for 
NASA at the time he came up with this amazing invention.

Although Johnson worked many long hours at NASA, he worked equally as long on his 
own inventions at home when he got off work.  

One night in 1982, as Johnson was working on a longtime project of his to create a new 
heat pump that would use environmentally friendly water vapor to replace Freon, he finally 
completed a prototype of the invention. Johnson decided to hook a nozzle from the prototype 
up to his bathroom sink. He then aimed the nozzle into his bathtub, pulled the lever and out 
came a steady flow and powerful stream of water that shot way across the room, straight into 
the bathtub.  

Johnson immediately knew he was on to something. From that encounter, Johnson came 
up with the idea of inventing the world’s first high-performance, pressurized water gun.  

Being creative, Johnson took some PVC pipe and an empty soda water bottle, and came 
up with a model design which he originally called the Power Drencher.  After about seven 
years of trying to pitch the invention to anyone willing to invest the money, Johnson applied 
for a patent, which was granted in 1991, and was able to find a company that specialized in 
making inexpensive plastic toys and action figures to manufacture and sell his invention.  

The Larami Corporation, which is now a subsidiary of Hasbro, Inc., took on the Power 
Drencher and was committed to making it a success. The Power Drencher was an initial flop, 
but after some aggressive advertising efforts by the Larami Corporation, and after changing 
the name from the Power Drencher to the SuperSoaker®, they were able to sell over 27 mil-
lion units of Johnson’s invention in the first three years of production.  

After experiencing such heightened success, the company continued to improve various 
aspects of the SuperSoaker® over the years, such as increasing its capacity to carry water, 
altering the water’s direction and increasing the distance that the water stream would travel.  
All of these improvements continued to add to the toy’s popularity and sales.

To date, the Larami Corporation has sold over 200 million SuperSoakers®, in more than 
175 variations, which has netted over $1 billion in sales, and dozens of websites are devoted 
to them.

The SuperSoaker® story is just part of his overall success as an African American inven-
tor, engineer, businessman and mathematician.

Johnson was born on October 6, 1949, in Mobile, Alabama, where his father was a World 
War II veteran who worked as a civilian driver at nearby Air Force bases and his mother 
worked in a laundry and was a nurse’s aide. During the summers, Johnson’s parents picked 
cotton on his grandfather’s farm, and growing up, his father taught all six of their children 
how to build their own toys. At the age of 13, Johnson attached a lawnmower engine to a go-
kart that he built from junkyard scraps and raced it along the highway. He always dreamed 
about becoming a famous inventor. Growing up during the days of legal segregation, Johnson 
attended Williamson High School, where he was told that he shouldn’t consider being noth-
ing more than a technician relative to pursuing a career. Nevertheless, inspired by the story 
of famed African American inventor George Washington Carver, Johnson persevered in his 
dream of becoming an inventor.

In 1968, Johnson represented his school as the only Black student to participate in a 
1968 national inventing competition sponsored by the Junior Engineering Technical Soci-

ety (JETS). Johnson won first prize at the 
competition, after showcasing a remote-
controlled, compressed-air-powered robot, 
called the “Linex,” that he built using junk-
yard scraps he collected over the course of 
a whole year. 

After graduating from high school in 
1969, Johnson went on to attend Tuskegee 
University on a mathematics scholarship. 
He was elected to the Pi Tau Sigma Nation-
al Engineering Honor Society and eventu-
ally graduated with a Bachelor of Science 
degree in Mechanical Engineering in 1972 
and a Master of Science degree in Nuclear 
Engineering in 1975 from Tuskegee. After 
getting his master’s degree, Johnson went 
on to work for the U.S. Air Force and then 
for the NASA space program. After join-
ing the Air Force as a captain, Johnson 
was awarded the Air Force Achievement 
Medal once and the Air Force Commenda-
tion Medal twice. After directing projects 
and earning a nomination for Astronaut 
Training, Johnson moved on to NASA’s Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, where he helped 
develop thermodynamic and controls 
systems for space projects, including the 
award-winning Galileo Jupiter probe and 
the Mars Observer project. His most no-
table achievement at NASA’s Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory was the Johnson Tube, a CFC-free refrigeration system with a hydraulic heat 
pump. 

Of course, Johnson invented the SuperSoaker®, but Johnson also founded Johnson Re-
search & Development, and went on to acquire dozens of patents, with one being the creation 
of the Johnson Thermoelectric Energy Converter (JTEC), which aimed to develop an ad-
vanced heat engine that could convert solar energy into electricity with twice the efficiency 
of existing methods and make solar power competitive with coal, fulfilling the dream of effi-
cient, renewable solar energy. In 2008, Johnson received the Breakthrough Award from Popu-
lar Mechanics for the invention of the Johnson Thermoelectric Energy Converter (JTEC). 

In 2011, Johnson was inducted into the State of Alabama Engineering Hall of Fame. In 
2013, Johnson received a $73 million settlement from Hasbro Inc., who acquired the Larami 
Corporation about a decade prior, for additional royalty payments he had been seeking from 
2007 through 2012. Because of his tremendous success as an inventor, Johnson will go down 
in history as one of the most successful inventors and entrepreneurs of his generation.

By Jeffrey L. Boney
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I’ve always liked to tinker with things. It started with my 
dad. He gave me my first lesson in electricity, explaining 
that it takes two wires for electric current to flow - one for 
the electrons to go in, the other for them to come out. And 
he showed me how to repair irons and lamps and things 
like that. The kids in the neighbourhood took to calling me 
‘the Professor’. We had little projects that we would work 
on, and I was the ringleader.”
- Lonnie Johnson, Computer Scientist
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Dr. Lonnie G. Johnson pictured with 
his invention, the SuperSoaker



Sometimes, if you see a problem, you very well may have the solution.
That was the case with an African American nurse by the name of Marie Van Brittan 

Brown, who decided to make herself feel safer by creating what many of us use at our homes 
today, a modern home security system.

As a 43-year-old African American woman who had to return home to Jamaica, Queens, 
New York, after working ex-
tremely long and late hours as 
a nurse, Marie, often felt unsafe 
and uncertain about the response 
time of police if she needed their 
assistance for a potential issue.

Marie was faced with several 
issues of major concern.  First, 
her husband, Albert Brown, was 
away from home many nights in 
his role as an electronics techni-
cian. Secondly, there was a tre-
mendously high rate of crime 
in her neighborhood, and it was 
steadily increasing. Lastly, police 
were often very slow to respond 
to any emergency calls from resi-
dents.

Marie felt she had to do some-
thing because she needed to feel 
safer and more at peace when she 
was at her apartment alone. More 
importantly, she wanted a way 
to be able to clearly see and hear 
from anyone at the door from any 
room in the house.

In 1966, Marie invented a 
closed-circuit security system 

that was able to monitor anyone who came to her door by using a video camera, which would 
then project the images onto a television monitor. Marie’s system had a set of four peepholes 
at different heights, and the video camera would slide up and down over the peepholes to as-

sess the outside area. Anything and everything the camera picked up would appear on a televi-
sion monitor, and would allow Marie to not only see who was at the door, but also talk with 
that person through a set of two-way microphones. A radio-controlled wireless system would 
transfer the image to a monitor, or set of monitors, positioned anywhere in the apartment. 

On top of that, if Marie or her husband did not feel safe after seeing who appeared on any 
of the television monitors located within the apartment, Marie included a panic button that 
they could press which would send an alarm and immediate notification to the police.    

  Both, Marie and her husband, filed a patent application on August 1, 1966, citing other 
inventors in their patent, such as Edward D. Phiney and Thomas J. Reardon. Three years after 
filing for the patent, they were awarded the patent (U.S. Patent 3,482,037) on December 2, 
1969, making it the forerunner to the modern home security system. This was the first patent 
of its kind.

Although the closed-circuit security system was originally intended for home use only, 
many businesses started using her system as well because it was so effective. 

Over 53 years later, her security system is being used by millions of people in over a hun-
dred million homes and offices worldwide, and thirteen inventors have cited Marie’s patent 
since its introduction.  For her invention, Marie received an award from the National Science 
Committee.

Marie passed away on February 2, 1999, in the same place she was born and created her 
world-renowned invention - Jamaica, Queens, New York. She was the mother of two children, 
one of whom, Norma Brown, went on to become a nurse and inventor like her mother.
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Do not allow your mind to be imprisoned by majority 
thinking. Remember that the limits of science are not 
the limits of imagination.”

- Dr. Patricia Bath, Inventor
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  A TIME TO REFLECT ON 
          THE PLACES WE’VE BEEN. 
 AND WHERE WE’RE GOING.

During Black History month, we remember the past in order to create a prosperous 
future. We salute and acknowledge the innovations, accomplishments and culture of 
African-Americans. From scoreboards to boardrooms and from concerts to congress, 
you are making differences that can be felt every day. Toyota salutes those who are 
driven to succeed because determination can lead to elevation.
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Marie Van Brittan Brown and husband, Albert Brown
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